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Purpose/ Approach

• Answer the question: does F/# affect SNR?

• This work uses Photon Transfer methods to 
analyze real empirical data.
– The analysis method is clearly explained

– A real camera and test target are used

– Images are taken at varying f/# settings and exposure 
times

– All images are flat-fielded prior to analysis

– A modulation PTC is created

– Families of curves are created for exposure time, F/# 
and SNR
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Equipment
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ML4022 with Pentax 67

400mm f/4 EDIF

(foil used to prevent light leaks)

Standard Resolution Test Target
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F4
F8

F16 F32

Example: 0.1 second exposures

(full FOV)

All images fully calibrated (flat-fielded and despiked)
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F4
F8

F16 F32

Example: 0.1 second exposures 

(zoomed to 100%)

All images fully calibrated



Analysis of Images with Modulation
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������ = SQRT(����������
2 + ���_������ + ����_������+ ����_����� �_������ + 

!� "_����_����� �_������+ !� "_����_������)

An image with modulation can be analyzed using the noise equation, by 

treating the RMS modulation as another noise term:

If the image to be analyzed has been flat-fielded and the operating 

temperature is low enough, then the dark and fixed pattern noise terms 

can be ignored simplifying the equation to:

������ = SQRT(����������
2 + ���_������ + ����_������)



Images with Modulation
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For the analysis, the Modulation, ����������	
, is decomposed into a modulation

constant, $%, and an equivalent flat-field image with a signal level equal to the

average value of the modulated image. The modulation constant,

$% 	, can	be	thought	of	like	contrast.

�8�9:���;�<= $% ∗ Equivalent_flatfield_average_signal

In general each feature in the image will have a different $% and it is the variation

of the $% 	across the image that gives the image its appearance.

Mathematically the modulation, �8�9:���;�< , is modeled the same as fixed

pattern noise, hence the value of the modulation is proportional to the average

signal level. In this case instead of PRNU for FPN analysis a different constant, $% is

used.



Measuring Signal to Noise from Images
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To calculate the signal to noise ratio of a modulated image you begin with the noise 

equation and solve for $% where the total modulation, ������, is what is measured by using 

the Standard Deviation measuring tool on sampling unit (100 x 100 pixel in this analysis) 

measurement box placed over a region of interest in the image. The image must have the 

offset removed. If the image is fully calibrated (flat-fielded and despiked), the analysis is 

simplest because the FPN and dark signal terms can be ignored and the offset is removed.

To solve the equation you need to know a few parameters:

Read noise:

Using Photon Transfer analysis, the read noise of the camera can be accurately measured.

Total RMS modulation (�8�9:���;�<): 

This is the standard deviation measured in the selection box when placed over a region of 

interest in the image

Average Signal Level:

This is measured at the same time as the Standard Deviation. This will be the signal level for 

the equivalent flat-field image and will be used to calculate the shot noise of the equivalent 

flat-field image



Example of Image Measurements 

needed to calculate SNR
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Standard Deviation = ������

Average = Flat-Field average signal value

Example: 

Assume Read Noise = 10.1DN

������= 8390.243 = SQRT(B$%*Flat-Field_average_signal)2+ read_noise2+  

Flat-field_average_signal) 

Solving for $% we get: $%= 66.441%

Signal_shot_noise = 

SQRT(Flat-Field average signal)



Calculating the SNR
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The SNR of a modulated image is calculated by using the $% factor multiplied 

by the SNR of a flat field image of the same average signal level:

�C�8�9:���D9	;8�ED =	$% 	 ∗ �C�FG:;H��D<�	II

The total noise of the equivalent flat-field is equal to the shot noise of the flat field of 

that signal level:  Noise = SQRT(Flat-Field Signal level)

SNR = (Flat-Field Signal level)/SQRT(Flat-Field Signal level)

SNR = SQRT(Flat-Field Signal level)

So in our example, the Signal Level for the Equivalent Flat-Field was 12,626.913DN, 

making the SNR of the equivalent flat-field:

SQRT(12,626.913) = 112.369

So with an $% 	= 66.441% we get a final SNR for the modulated image region of:

�C�;8�EDJKDE;�< =	0.66441* 112.369 = 74.36

This is the calculation method that will be used for creating the curves that follow



Parameter Sources and Interrelationships
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SNR= 74.36

Equivalent Flat 

Field Signal 

Level

SNR of Flat=

SQRT(level) 

(assumed shot 

limited)

������
Read_

noise

Noise Equation

$%



Sampled Regions used for Analysis
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Region 1

Region 2
Region 3

All images fully calibrated

Region 4

(250 x 250 pixels)

100 x 100 pixel boxes



Spreadsheet used for creating curves
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What does that Chart Mean?

• The higher the average signal level the:
– Higher the SNR

– Higher the useful modulation

• With a read noise of 10DN, you need at least 100DN of 
signal to have the shot noise exceed the read noise: 
more signal is better….

• To have a decent image, SNR should be greater than 10

• You need to have at least 500DN worth of signal to 
reach that point in Region 2 of the image. More signal: 
better SNR….

• The question is how much time does it take to reach a 
certain SNR for a given optical configuration
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SNR vs Time vs F/#
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All images fully calibrated
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All images fully calibrated
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All images fully calibrated
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Key Observations

• The F/# strongly affects the SNR. For a 
doubling of F/# (ie F/4 -> F/8), there is a 
quadrupling of exposure time needed to reach 
the same SNR once the signal is shot noise 
limited: (sqrt(signal)> read_noise)

• The F/4 setting of the lens appears to actually 
be a bit “slower”… the ratios among f/8, f/16 
and f/32 match the theory well but F/4 seems 
a bit slower than advertised
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Equivalent Exposures (full FOV)
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F4

0.01 seconds

Avg Signal Level

2352DN

F8

0.04 seconds

Avg Signal Level

2760DN

F16

0.16 seconds

Avg Signal Level

2748DN

F32

0.64 seconds

Avg Signal Level

2840DN

All images fully calibrated



Equivalent Exposures 

(zoomed to 100%)
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F4

0.01 seconds

Avg Signal Level

2352DN

F16

0.16 seconds

Avg Signal Level

2748DN

F8

0.04 seconds

Avg Signal Level

2760DN

F32

0.64 seconds

Avg Signal Level

2840DN



What about Astroimaging and sky glow: 

how does this analysis method apply?

• To explain let’s begin by examining the situation qualitatively
– The sky consists of targets each with its own illumination intensity. 

These are bathed in a sky background of its own separate intensity.

– When the sun rises, this background intensity far overwhelms the 
intensity of the stars and other targets of interest and the contrast is 
so reduced that these objects disappear into the sky background

• This is the same basic situation we are facing with our electronic 
imaging systems photographing the nighttime sky with a few 
differences
– Our sky background is considerably darker than the daytime sky

– We can make some compensatory adjustments 
• choosing darker sky sites and or very narrow filters for nebular targets 

featuring line emission 

• we can adjust exposure time and number of exposures to combine

• So how are the equations affected for bright sky backgrounds and 
low contrast targets?
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Astroimaging and sky glow: how the 

parameters in the equations are affected
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������ = SQRT(����������
2 + ���_������ + ����_������)

Begin with the simplified noise equation: we use the simplified version because we will 

flat-field and despike the image (dark subtraction is the despiking process) and we will 

run cold enough such that the dark shot noise is not a factor

So what happens when the sky background increases? The average signal level 

increases so that increases the shot noise term. An increase in the shot noise with all 

other terms remaining constant means the total modulation, ������ , increases.

Since the intensity of the useful modulation is not changing but the background 

intensity is changing the contrast is reduced. 



Astroimaging and sky glow: how the 

contrast is affected
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As background light level is increased, a point is reached where there is zero 

contrast in the region of interest.  

Since the useful modulation level , �8�9:���;�<, remains constant in the presence of 

increasing Average Signal Level, the modulation constant, $%, which can be thought of 

as contrast, must decrease.

Since the SNR of the modulated image is the product of the SNR of the Equivalent Flat 

Field (in this case the SQRT(Average signal level)) and this diminished Modulation 

Constant, $%, we see a reduction of the SNR of the modulated image:

�8�9:���;�<= $% ∗ Average	Signal	Level

�C�8�9:���D9	;8�ED =	$% 	 ∗ �C�FG:;H��D<�	II



Example Calculations: Sky Glow 

considered dark sky case
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������ = SQRT(����������
2 + ���_������ + ����_������)

Assume (Case 1):

Read noise = 10DN

Average Signal level = 150DN

������ = 50DN

What is Useful Modulation, Modulation Index (contrast) and SNR?

�8�9:���;�< = SQRT(������
2		 − ���<�;OD

�
− ����_������)

Solution: Recall: 

Rearranging to solve for useful modulation we get: 

�8�9:���;�< = SQRT( 50^2 – 10^2 – 150) = 47.43 DN

$% =
PQRSTUVWXRY

Z[\]^_\	`a_b^c	d\[\c
=47.43/ 150  = 31.62%

�C�8�9:���D9	;8�ED =	$% 	 ∗ �C�FG:;H��D<�	II = 31.62% * SQRT(150)

�C�8�9:���D9	;8�ED = 3.87



Example Calculations: Sky Glow 

considering bright sky case
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������ = SQRT(����������
2 + ���_������ + ����_������)

Assume (Case 2):

Read noise = 10DN

Average Signal level = 15000DN

���������� = 47.43DN (calculated previously)

What is total Modulation, Modulation Index and SNR?

Solution: Recall: 

$% =
PQRSTUVWXRY

Z[\]^_\	`a_b^c	d\[\c
=47.43/ 15000  = 0.3162%

�C�8�9:���D9	;8�ED =	$% 	 ∗ �C�FG:;H��D<�	II = 0.3162% * SQRT(15000)

�C�8�9:���D9	;8�ED = 0.387

������ = SQRT(47.432 + 10� + 15000) = 131.72DN



Example Calculations: Sky Glow 

considering very dark sky case
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������ = SQRT(����������
2 + ���_������ + ����_������)

Assume (Case 3):

Read noise = 10DN

Average Signal level = 50DN

���������� = 47.43DN (calculated previously)

What is total Modulation, Modulation Index and SNR?

Solution: Recall: 

$% =
PQRSTUVWXRY

Z[\]^_\	`a_b^c	d\[\c
=47.43/ 50  = 96.953%

�C�8�9:���D9	;8�ED =	$% 	 ∗ �C�FG:;H��D<�	II = 96.953% * SQRT(50)

�C�8�9:���D9	;8�ED = 6.85

������ = SQRT(47.432 + 10� + 50) = 50DN

Significant increase in SNR….



Calculated SNR examples for different 

sky conditions
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(very dark sky)

total modulation(DN) Average Signal Level(DN) Read noise(DN) Useful Modulation(DN) Mi/Contrast SNR

50 50 10 48.47679857 96.9536% 6.8556546

(dark sky)

total modulation(DN) Average Signal Level(DN) Read noise(DN) Useful Modulation(DN) Mi/Contrast SNR

50.99019514 150 10 48.47679857 32.3179% 3.958114029

(bright sky)

total modulation(DN) Average Signal Level(DN) Read noise(DN) Useful Modulation(DN) Mi/Contrast SNR

132.0984481 15000 10 48.47679857 0.3232% 0.395811403

(very bright sky)

total modulation(DN) Average Signal Level(DN) Read noise(DN) Useful Modulation(DN) Mi/Contrast SNR

390.4484601 150000 10 48.47679857 0.0323% 0.125166556
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Added Light:

After 0.1seconds at F/4 light is

added such that a flat field of

Case 1: 500DN

Case 2: 20,000DN

Case 3: 50,000DN

results from this added light. The  

analysis uses the empirical 

modulation data in combination with a 

synthesized flat field superpositioned 

atop the signal intended to model the

degradation of contrast resulting from

increased background illumination.

The analysis also accounts for the 

reduced rate the added light builds

for the slower focal ratio cases:

for example:

At f/8 and 0.1 seconds

Case 1: 500DN/4

Case 2: 20,000DN/4

Case 3: 50,000DN/4

SNR vs Signal for Different Light Background Cases

16 bit A/D converter

saturates at 65,535



OK that is interesting these things can be calculated, 

but from a practical perspective what do you do?

• As shown the increase in sky background level significantly reduces the contrast 
and SNR of the image for a given exposure condition

• If you expose to higher levels, you will improve the SNR as was shown in the 
beginning of this note, but there are finite well capacities in the cameras and that 
establishes an upper limit to exposure time.

– Your exposure time is limited by well capacity

– Your exposure time is limited by Dark Signal Shot noise: if it exceeds the read noise of the 
camera, your camera is adding noise to the image beyond its minimum.

• Taking more exposures will reduce uncorrelated noise by a factor of two when four 
times the exposures are combined. Obviously practical limits are encountered. 

• The best solution is to reduce the effective background level and to expose as 
deeply as you can.

– Darker skies (no moon, better transparency, away from light sources)

– For nebular targets featuring line emission: use narrower emission line filters to better block 
the sky background

– Faster focal ratios or longer exposures or  higher QE coupled with deeper wells (binning is an 
option)
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What about Binning?

• On-chip binning (summing) of pixels can compensate 
for changing F/#

• A doubling of F/# (ie F/4->F/8) would otherwise require 
a quadrupling of exposure time, but 2x2 binning gives 
the same amount of charge in the same time by 
collecting charge in four pixels

• Binning can also increase the effective well capacity 
depending on the sensor and camera design in 
question: this can permit deeper exposures to be made 
and in less time than unbinned (see the ML4022 PTC 
report appended to the end of this report)
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Binning for exposure time 

compensation required by F/# change
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F4

0.01 seconds

Avg Signal Level

14,066 DN

1x1 binning

F8

0.01 seconds

Avg Signal Level

17358DN

2x2 binning

F16

0.01 seconds

Avg Signal Level

17315DN

4x4 binning

F32

0.01 seconds

Avg Signal Level

18054DN

8x8 binning



The Ugly Side of Binning: Resolution Loss
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F4

0.01 seconds

Avg Signal Level

14,066 DN

1x1 binning

100% scale 

(image cropped)

F8

0.01 seconds

Avg Signal Level

17358DN

2x2 binning

100% scale

(image cropped)

F16

0.01 seconds

Avg Signal Level

17315DN

4x4 binning

100% scale 

(image cropped)

F32

0.01 seconds

Avg Signal Level

18054DN

8x8 binning

100% scale



What about image scale when 

binning?
• Obviously binning 2x2 increases the size of the “pixel” to 2x what it 

previously was. 

• If that is accompanied by a 2:1 change in F/# then the Nyquist
criterion continues to be met for the Diffraction-Limited case

• A 2:1 difference in F/# will make exactly a 2:1 difference in 
Diffraction-Limited spot size (Airy disk). When coupled with a 
corresponding adjustment in pixel size, critical sampling is 
maintained

• It is desirable to bin when adjusting Focal Ratio:
– Maintains same exposure time

– Maintains diffraction-limited critical sampling

• Why adjust the focal ratio when using these criteria:
– Better depth of field using slower F/#

– But reduced resolution from binning to maintain exposure time and 
critical sampling
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If you slow the optics:

need to use a larger pixel
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If you slow the optics:

need to use a larger pixel



Thank you

• I hope this treatise is helpful and clear. 

• Feel free to contact me if you have any 

questions
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ML4022 PTC/DTC

Binned 1x1, 2x2

R.D. Crisp

rdcrisp@earthlink.net

www.narrowbandimaging.com

June 30, 2012
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Overview

• A standard PTC / DTC was made on a standard production (circa 
2008) FLI ML4022 camera
– Dark data taken at +15c

– Light-on data taken at -25C

• Data was taken using 1x1 and 2x2 binning

• Read noise, Full well (saturation) and Kadc were noted

• Binning improves saturation level by 44% while leaving read noise 
unchanged (9.17 e-)

• 1x1 binning shows the Pixel’s photodiode reaching full capacity at 
saturation (38,000e-)

• 2x2 binning shows the A/D converter reaching full range at 
saturation (55,800e-). The pixel photodiodes are at 13,500e- when 
the A/D saturates, 36% of the full well capacity
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Comments about Full Well

• The Full Well Capacity for the 1x1 binned case is lower 
than for the 2x2 binned case

• Since this is an interline sensor, the pixel’s photodiode 
limits the charge capacity in the non-binned case. 
– The vertical CCD does not saturate: it has higher capacity 

than does the photodiode to assure complete charge 
transfer

– The antiblooming structure prevents pixel-to-pixel image 
smear upon reaching full well

– Each Photodiode site has slightly different charge capacity

– The result is a fixed pattern that never changes once full 
well is reached (see following page)
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Saturation with 1x1 binned Interline

The pixel’s photodiode saturates. The antiblooming structure prevents blooming

The vertical and horizontal readout CCD structures do not saturate

Each Pixel’s photodiode has slightly different charge capacity, causing a fixed pattern when 

saturated

Effective resolution

2K x 2K @ 7.4micron 

pixel size

38,000 e- saturation 

charge capacity
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Full well with 2x2 binning

• The Saturation level for the 2x2 binned case is higher than 
for the 1x1 binned case

• The A/D converter is what saturates first when operating 
2x2 binned

• The all black frame results from all signal levels being larger 
than can be represented by the A/D converter at full range. 
DN level for output is 65,535 for all pixels.

• When binned 2x2 the saturation charge capacity is 
55,800e-, 44% more than the 38,000e- for the non-binned 
case. 
– At saturation the pixel’s photodiode contains 13,500e-, or 36% 

of the saturation capacity of the individual photodiode
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Saturation with 2x2 binned Interline

The A/D saturates instead of the pixel’s photodiode

Each Pixel’s photodiode only holds approximately 36% of full charge capacity when saturation 

of readout CCD structure is reached

Approximately 44% higher charge capacity results: 55,800e- vs 38,000e-

Effective resolution

1K x 1K @ 13.6 

micron pixel size

55,800e- saturation 

charge capacity
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Summary

ML4022 Binned 1x1 Binned 2x2

Measured Read Noise (e-) 9.17 9.18

Measured Signal Saturation Level (e-) 38,000 55,800

Kadc (e-/DN) 0.900 0.881
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